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ABSTRACT

Studying rotational variability of young stars is enabling us to investigate a multitude of properties of young star-disc systems. We
utilize high cadence, multiwavelength optical time series data from the Hunting Outbursting Young Stars citizen science project
to identify periodic variables in the Pelican Nebula (IC 5070). A double blind study using nine different period-finding algorithms
was conducted and a sample of 59 periodic variables was identified. We find that a combination of four period finding algorithms
can achieve a completeness of 85 per cent and a contamination of 30 per cent in identifying periods in inhomogeneous data sets.
The best performing methods are periodograms that rely on fitting a sine curve. Utilizing Gaia EDR3 data, we have identified
an unbiased sample of 40 periodic young stellar objects (YSOs), without using any colour or magnitude selections. With a
98.9 per cent probability, we can exclude a homogeneous YSO period distribution. Instead, we find a bi-modal distribution with
peaks at 3 and 8 d. The sample has a disc fraction of 50 per cent, and its statistical properties are in agreement with other similarly
aged YSOs populations. In particular, we confirm that the presence of the disc is linked to predominantly slow rotation and find
a probability of 4.8 × 10−3 that the observed relation between period and presence of a disc has occurred by chance. In our
sample of periodic variables, we also find pulsating giants, an eclipsing binary, and potential YSOs in the foreground of IC 5070.
Key words: stars: formation – stars: pre-main-sequence – stars: rotation – stars: variables: T Tauri, Herbig Ae/Be.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Variability is one of the key characteristics of young stellar objects
(YSOs). Time-domain observations of star-forming regions provide
reliable information about the formation and early evolution of stars.
Rotational flux modulation has been used to measure rotation periods
ranging from hours to weeks (Herbst et al. 2007; Bouvier et al. 2014).
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Optical fluxes of YSOs are also affected by variable excess emission
from accretion shocks, variable emission from the inner disc, and
variable extinction along the line of sight (Carpenter, Hillenbrand &
Skrutskie 2001). Thus, they give insights into the structure and
evolution of the environment of YSOs.
While the interplay of these variability causes can lead to very
complicated light curves and render the interpretation difficult,
several prototypical phenomena have been successfully attributed
to a single physical cause. AA Tau is the prototype for one category
of dippers; a contingent of YSOs temporarily eclipsed by portions
of the inner discs warped by the star’s magnetic field (Bouvier et al.
2014; McGinnis et al. 2015). Other dippers are possibly caused by
companions or protoplanets in the inner disc (Evitts et al. 2020).
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2 I C 5 0 7 0 I N T H E L I T E R AT U R E
The North American Nebula (NGC 7000) and Pelican Nebula
(IC 5070) are part of the H II region W 80, separated by the
foreground molecular dust cloud L 985, with IC 5070 in the west
of the region. W 80 has a measured distance of 795 pc (Kuhn et al.
2020) and a diameter of 3 deg (Bally et al. 2014). NGC 7000 and
IC 5070 are associated with T Tauri stars first identified in Herbig
(1958).
Using Spitzer data, Rebull et al. (2011) identified over 2000 YSO
candidates within a 7 deg2 region towards NGC 7000 and IC 5070,
256 of which lie in IC 5070. Kuhn et al. (2020) used Gaia parallax
and proper motion data to confirm 395 young stars belonging to six
groups within the region. The majority of them are aged ∼1 Myr,
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)

and almost all are younger than 3 Myr. The Fang et al. (2020)
spectroscopic study identified sequential star formation between the
groups laid out in Kuhn et al. (2020), with those in IC 5070 (groups
C and D in their paper) in the second wave of star formation.
The photometric variability of YSOs in IC 5070 has been the
subject of limited study. Most recently, Bhardwaj et al. (2019)
identified 95 variable stars using BVRI observations of a 16 arcmin2
taken in 90 nights over 1 yr (2012–2013), and identified periods for
56 objects. Ibryamov et al. (2018) utilized BVRI observations of
15 pre-main-sequence stars in a 16 arcmin radius field in IC 5070.
One periodic variable star was identified. Poljančić et al. (2014)
used archive photographic plates and data collected from seven
observatories to create a data set covering 60 yr. They investigated
17 previously detected pre-main-sequence stars and three periodic
sources were identified, all of which are outside our survey field.
There are a number of other smaller studies of variable stars in the
area, such as Kóspál et al. (2011) and Findeisen et al. (2013).
3 H OY S O B S E RVAT I O N A L DATA
All photometry data for this project have been obtained as part of
HOYS. The astrometric solution for all HOYS images has been
obtained using the ASTROMETRY.NET1 software (Hogg et al. 2008).
Source extraction for photometry is conducted with the SOURCE
EXTRACTOR software2 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Relative photometry
is performed against reference images taken under photometric
conditions in Johnson U, B, V, and Cousins Rc and Ic filters (R and I,
hereafter). The calibration offsets into apparent magnitudes for those
reference images are obtained using the Cambridge Photometric
Calibration Server.3 In Evitts et al. (2020), we have developed
an internal calibration procedure for the HOYS data to refine the
photometric accuracy of the heterogeneous data set, i.e. for images
taken in slightly different filters than our reference frames, or under
non-photometric conditions. We identify non-variable stars in the
data and utilize their magnitudes and colours to correct systematic
colour terms in the relative photometry of all sources. The corrected
data (used in the analysis for this project) typically achieves a relative
photometric accuracy of a few per cent for stars between 10th and
16th magnitude.
4 ROTAT I O N P E R I O D S A M P L E
Our aim is to establish as unbiased a sample as possible of rotation
periods of YSOs in the IC 5070 field. We do not simply aim to
identify periodic photometric changes in light curves of previously
known members (e.g. Rebull et al. 2011; Kuhn et al. 2020). Instead,
our strategy is to first identify periodic signals in the light curves of
all stars in the field, verify their periodic nature (in a double blind
way), and only then select cluster members from the sample with
periods to study in detail. This section details the entire process of
establishing our sample of YSO rotation periods in IC 5070.
4.1 Photometry data selection
Our target field in IC 5070 is centred at RA = 20:51:00 and
Dec. = + 44:22:00 (J2000) and is about 1 deg × 1 deg in size. In
order to establish a source list for the field, we extracted all sources
1 Astrometry.net
2 The

Source Extractor
Photometric Calibration Server

3 Cambridge
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FU Ori and EX Lupi are prototypes for stars with sharp increases in
their mass accretion rates (Audard et al. 2014), a phenomenon that is
now known to occur on a wide range of time-scales (months to tens
of years; Stauffer et al. 2016) and amplitudes (1–5 mag; Contreras
˜ et al. 2017a,b; Lucas et al. 2017). This includes objects with
Pena
continuous accretion rate changes and hence stochastic light curves
(Stauffer et al. 2014, 2016) or periodic bursters (Dahm & Hillenbrand
2020).
The gold standard for optical studies of YSO variability is spacebased observing campaigns with the COROT and Kepler/K2 satellite
missions. Their combined monitoring of NGC 2264 is unprecedented
in cadence and photometric precision. Complemented by groundbased observations, it has led to a new comprehensive overview of
the phenomenology of variable YSOs and the underlying causes
(Cody et al. 2014). Kepler/K2 has observed large numbers of YSOs
continuously over campaigns of 70 d. Its archive is a treasure trove
for detailed studies of rotation periods, dippers, bursters, and related
phenomena (Ansdell et al. 2016). These and other numerous studies
of YSO variability have often focused on shorter term variability
(weeks to months) with high cadence (hours to days). They often
exclusively investigate periodic behaviour and focus on outbursts
and the study of accretion rate changes. Many of the past large-scale
optical and infrared time-domain surveys are restricted to a single
(or only two) wavelength/filter [e.g. UGPS, VVV(X), Pan-STARRS,
(i)PTF, ASAS-SN, ZTF].
Hence, there is a definite need for long-term, quasi-simultaneous
monitoring in multiple bands, similar to the pioneering studies
by Grankin et al. (2007). The Hunting Outbursting Young Stars
(HOYS) citizen science project (Froebrich et al. 2018) has been
initiated as such a survey. This project is performing long-term,
multiwavelength, high-cadence photometric monitoring of a number
of nearby star-forming regions and young clusters. It uses a mix of
amateur, university, and professional telescopes. Participants submit
reduced and stacked images to our data base where an astrometric
and a basic photometric calibration are performed. In this paper, we
aim to investigate how such a diverse data set can be used to reliably
identify periodic variables with as little bias and contamination as
possible. This study will focus on one of the HOYS target regions,
IC 5070 – The Pelican Nebula. Our goal here is to measure the
rotation period distribution of YSOs in this star-forming region.
Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we give an
overview of the IC 5070 star-forming region. We briefly introduce the
photometry data we use in Section 3. We then describe in detail our
methodology to identify a sample of periodic variables in Section 4. A
discussion of our period-finding methods is given in Section 5, while
the properties of the sample of periodic variables, with particular
focus on the YSOs in the region, are detailed in Section 6.

Periods in IC 5070

4.2 Period determination
All the photometric time series data sets for all sources and filters
were then handed to two other members of the team (ED, AK).
The only instructions given were to return (for each light curve and
filter) a list of the most likely real periods, as well as the powers in
the utilized periodogram. No background information regarding the
scientific aims of the project was given, or what light-curve shapes
in phase space were to be expected. It was only specified that the
period search should be done for periods between 0.5 and 50 d. These
conditions are, however, imposed by the nature of the data, given the
typical sampling and length of our light curves.
In total, we applied nine different periodogram methods to our
data. We utilize the two widely used standard methods Lomb–
Scargle (LS) and generalized Lomb–Scargle (GLS), based on Scargle
(1982) and Zechmeister & Kürster (2009). A further seven additional methods have been used. These are based on sine/cosine
or spline function fitting and employ different ways of obtaining
the coefficients of the assumed models, e.g. least squares (L2)
see equation (A5) or absolute deviation optimization (L1) see
equation (A7). As a general comment, methods based on splines
make little assumptions on the shape of the light curves and should
be more flexible for data that depart from the sinusoidal shape.
Methods based on L1 should be more robust in the presence of
outliers. Appropriate critical values for each method were used to
determine which periodogram peaks represent ‘valid’ periods.
4 https://www.aavso.org/aavso- alert- notice- 684

Table 1. A summary of the characteristics of the period finding methods
used. The check mark denotes the presence of the relevant attribute. With L2
we denote least squares and with L1 absolute deviation determination. In the
column (σ ) we indicate where magnitude uncertainties have been taken into
account.
Name
L2Beta
L2Boot
L1Beta
L1Boot
L2spB
L1spB
L2persp
LS
GLS

Sine








Splines

L2










L1

σ













A sinusoidal wave was fitted to the phase-folded data according
to equation (1) for the regression methods L2Beta, L2Boot, L1Beta,
and L1Boot. mi and  i are the magnitudes and their uncertainties
for data point i, respectively. With fip we denote the phase folded
data point i at a given period p calculated as in equation (A2).
The coefficients β 0 , β 1 , and β 2 where estimated using L2 or L1
regression. Methods L2spB and L1spB are based on fitting B-splines
with four knots to the phase-folded data (instead of sine/cosine).
Similarly, the coefficients of these models were estimated using L2
and L1 regression, respectively.
mi = β0 + β1 sin(2πfpi ) + β2 cos(2πfpi ) + i .

(1)

The periodogram values for these six regression methods were
based on the coefficient of determination (R2 ), see, for example, the
corresponding expression for the L1 and L2 types denoted as Perp(p)
in equations (A6) or (A8). These calculations were performed with
the R package RobPer (Thieler et al. 2016). The potentially valid
periods were initially determined by a hypothesis test based on a
Beta distribution (Thieler et al. 2013) or by bootstrapping of the
periodogram. Finally, method L2persp is based both on splines and
sine/cosine fitting in time (and not phase space). The coefficients of
the model were estimated using L2 regression and the potential valid
periods were determined by bootstrapping the periodogram. Table 1
gives a brief overview of the basic characteristics of all nine methods.
The full details of all methods can be found in Appendix A in the
online supplementary material.
4.3 Generating the period master sample
After the most likely periods and periodogram powers were determined for each object and filter separately, they were merged back
together by DF. We then selected for each method all objects as
candidate periodic variables where the most likely period in at least
two filters agreed within two per cent, and where the periodogram
power was above 0.2 in both filters. This value corresponds to a
typical false alarm probability of less than 0.1 per cent for our data.
The candidate period was set as the average of the periods from
the different filters. We also excluded all periods that were within
1 per cent of 1 d, as these may be caused by the observing cadence.
We show the number of candidate periods for each method in Table 2.
For each of these candidates, phase-folded light curves in all filters
(if available) were made. The plots only contained the photometric
data points and only one period of phase space was shown. They were
then placed on a website and shown to two members of the team (AS,
JE), without identification or reference to the method the periods
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)
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from the HOYS I-band reference frame, a 10 × 2 min stack taken with
the University of Kent Beacon Observatory (Froebrich et al. 2018).
Only sources with photometric errors less than 0.1 mag in the reference frame are included. For all these stars we extracted the HOYS
light curves from the data base on 2020 June 23, at 1 am UTC + 1.
We only select photometric data points in the individual images with
errors of less than 0.2 mag, Source Extractor flags (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) less than five and a full width at half-maximum of less than
7 arcsec. All stars with fewer than 100 data points per HOYS light
curve are removed from the list. There are 8548 stars in total. This
contains stars in the range 9.5 mag < I < 17.5 mag. There is, however,
no universal magnitude cut-off as these limits do slightly depend on
the stellar colour and position in the field. This occurs as not all parts
of the survey area are covered with the same number of images to
the same depth, due to the varying field of view and aperture size of
the contributing telescopes.
We only use the high cadence part of the long term HOYS light
curves for the period determination. These data were taken during
80 d in the summer of 2018, i.e. between JD = 2458330 and
2458410, as part of an AAVSO campaign4 to monitor the YSO
V 1491 Cyg (Evitts et al. 2020). Thus, for this period we extracted
the data for each star in all broad-band filters (U, B, V, R, and I) for
period analysis. The data were only analysed if there were more than
50 data points in a particular filter during that time period. A total of
6063 stars had sufficient data in at least one filter to be analysed.
To ensure an unbiased analysis, this data preparation was done by
only one of us (DF). The resulting photometry data (only listing date,
magnitude, magnitude error) was then given an ID number based on
the position in our original source list, and an indication of the filter
it was taken in. At no time, until the final source list had been made,
did any other member of the team know the association of the ID
numbers and the object names or coordinates.
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Table 2. In this table, we list the number of periodic candidate objects (NC ),
the number of detected objects from the master (NM ) list of periodic variables,
the completeness (Fcomp ) and contamination (Fcont ). The highlighted rows are
the best methods as discussed in Section 5.

NC

NM

Fcomp
(per cent)

Fcont
(per cent)

L2Beta
L2Boot
L1Beta
L1Boot
L2spB
L1spB
L2persp
LS
GLS

45
50
42
41
59
41
27
55
54

32
29
38
31
24
23
0
22
31

54
49
64
53
41
39
0
37
53

29
42
10
24
59
44
100
60
43

had been determined from. Both team members then independently
selected all objects for which they thought a reliable periodic signal
was visible in the phase plots. As the amplitudes of the variability
and noise in the data vary with filter, objects were selected as real if
they were detected in at least two of the phase folded diagrams and
also had a similar behaviour (peaks and troughs) in phase space.
The results of this selection were then collated by DF. All objects
for each periodogram method where both team members agreed in
their assessment that the periodicity is correct were selected as real
variables. The numbers of objects considered periodic variables for
each method are listed in Table 2. These lists for each method were
then cross-matched to generate a master list of periodic variables.
This results in a master list of 59 unique sources. For all objects we
then proceeded to re-determine the period in a consistent way. We
determined the peak in a simple LS periodogram in all filters within
10 per cent around the original period found for the object during the
initial period search, i.e. the average of the periods from the different
methods. We then determine the final period as the median period
from all filters with data for the respective source. The data were then
phase-folded in all filters with this final period. The phase-folded data
for all sources are shown in Appendix B in the online supplementary
material. In those plots, we show two periods of data for all filters
with photometry measurements. We overplot a running median and
one sigma deviations in each of the filters. The object ID and period
are also indicated in each plot.
4.4 Selection of periodic YSOs
All objects in our initial source list were cross-matched against GaiaEDR3 (Gaia Collaboration 2020) and ALLWISE/2MASS (Cutri
et al. 2021). Given the typically large FWHM of the stellar images
in the HOYS data, we initially matched each of our sources to all
sources within 6 arcsec in the two catalogues. If more than one match
was found, we selected the brightest source in G in Gaia and in J in
ALLWISE/2MASS as match, as these are the most likely matches to
the HOYS source.
Using Gaia parallaxes, we created a sample of YSOs at the
distance of IC 5070 from our periodic objects based solely on their
astrometric properties. In Fig. 1, we show a histogram of the parallax
values (left-hand panel), for all periodic objects, centred around the
cluster parallax. Fifteen of the 59 objects are not shown in the
histogram as their parallax values show them to be foreground or
background objects. In Evitts et al. (2020), the distance to the main
YSO population in the field was determined as 870 pc (parallax
of 1.15 mas, based on Gaia DR2). The dynamic groups C and D
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)

5 DISCUSSION OF PERIOD FINDING
METHODS
In this section, we discuss the results of the period finding methods.
This refers to all 59 identified periodic variables.
5.1 Completeness and contamination
We summarize the results of the identification of periodic variable
objects in Table 2. In this table, we list the total number of candidates
selected by each specific method, as well as the number of sources
from the master list that each method selects. Based on the total
number of 59 sources in the master list, we also determine the
completeness and contamination for each method. We define the
completeness of a method as the fraction of sources from the master
list it identifies. Similarly, the contamination of a method is defined
as the fraction of periodic candidates it identifies that are not part of
the master list.
There is a wide range of success (or lack thereof) in finding
periodic variables. The completeness ranges (with one exception
discussed below) from 37 per cent to 64 per cent, while the contamination can be as low as just 10 per cent and as high as 60 per cent.
Generally, there is an anticorrelation between these two values. There
is no single stand out method that clearly outperforms all the others
in either completeness or contamination. The best method in both
metrics is L1Beta with a completeness of 64 per cent and a low
contamination of just 10 per cent. There are four methods (L1Beta,
L2Beat, L1Boot, GLS) with a more than 50 per cent completeness.
They all perform similarly in terms of completeness but vary in
contamination from 10 to 43 per cent.
We have analysed how well these four best methods perform when
used together. They only miss nine of the 59 periodic variables from
the master list. This corresponds to a completeness of 85 per cent
– a significant improvement over any of the individual methods. In
total, these four methods find 72 unique candidate objects. Thus,
the contamination is 21 of 72 sources, i.e. 29 per cent. With a
completeness of 49 per cent the L2Boot methods comes very close to
the four best methods. If one would combine these five best methods,
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Name

in Kuhn et al. (2020), which form the population of YSOs in our
field, have parallaxes of 1.23 and 1.21 mas, respectively. The peak
in the histogram is in excellent agreement with our population of
periodic variables. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 1, we show the
proper motions of all stars in the field as the black dots, again with
focus on the main IC 5070 cluster. Ten of the objects, the foreground
population of periodic objects with higher proper motion (up to a
few 10 mas yr−1 ), are outside the shown part of the parameter space.
Overplotted as coloured symbols are the periodic variables, with the
parallax colour coded and sizes proportional to the periods.
From these two plots, we can clearly identify potential cluster members. We select all objects with 0.9 mas < p < 1.5 mas,
−4.0 mas yr−1 < PMRA < 0.0 mas yr−1 , and −5.0 mas yr−1 <PMDec.
< −1.0 mas yr−1 as YSOs in IC 5070. This selection, especially in
parallax, seems rather generous. However, note that Kuhn et al.
(2020) estimate for their even slightly wider selection of sources
a contamination with non-members of only 3 per cent. We hence
estimate that at worst one of the selected YSOs is potentially a nonmember. Our selection removes 19 of the periodic objects from the
sample and we are left with 40 YSO cluster members of IC 5070.
Note that our sample of periodic YSOs has only been selected based
on periodic variability, parallax, and proper motion. At no stage has
any selection based on colour or brightness been made.

Periods in IC 5070
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then only one additional source would be found. This would slightly
increase the completeness to 86 per cent, but the contamination would
increase to 31 of 83, i.e. 37 per cent.
Most of the 59 stars in the master list are identified by multiple
methods. Indeed only 12 of the objects are solely found by one single
method. Five of those are found by one of the four best methods, the
other seven are found by one of the other methods, without any single
one prone to identify objects that all the others do not find. Thus,
if one considers the sources found only by one of the methods as
less reliable, then the four best methods identify 45 of the 47 objects,
which is a completeness of 96 per cent. There is no tendency for these
single-method sources to be of a certain type (YSO, fore/background
star).
In our analysis, one method (L2persp), which is based on fitting
together splines and a sinusoidal wave, seems to fail completely
at achieving the task. Indeed, it does not find any period that was
judged to be real. The problem with this model is that the overall
behaviour of the light curve is captured by non periodic splines
while the sinusoidal part is fitting periods along the spline lines, thus
failing to capture the main underlying periods. Therefore, we do not
recommend using it for the purpose of finding periodic variables in
HOYS light curves or similar data sets.

5.2 The ideal combination of period search routines
Given that the completeness values for the four best methods are
similar, it seems that none of these clearly outperforms any of
the others. We investigated, however, whether there are significant
differences (other than completeness and contamination) between
the methods. These results are shown in Table 3. In the top right part
of the table, we list the fraction of all sources from the master list
where two of the methods agree (for all combinations of the four best
methods). The bottom left part lists the fraction of sources where the
methods disagree.
One can clearly see that GLS differs from the other methods,
in that it typically agrees with them for only 56–58 per cent of
the objects, while the other methods have agreements between
70 per cent and 80 per cent. Thus, if computing time is a limiting
factor, the combination of GLS with one of the other three methods
(L2Beta, L1Beta, L1Boot) would provide the highest completeness.

Table 3. In this table we show, for the best four methods, the percentage
of sources from the master list which each two methods find as periodic
variables (top right), and the percentage that only one of them finds it (bottom
left).

L2Beta
L1Boot
L1Beta
GLS

L2Beta

L1Boot

L1Beta

GLS

–
29
20
42

71
–
25
44

80
76
–
42

58
56
58
–

Given the high completeness and very low contamination of L1Beta,
the combination of this method with GLS should be the choice if
only two period detection methods are used.
The four best methods, as described above, are L2Beta, L1Beta,
L1Boot and GLS. A common attribute of these is that they are
all based on fitting a sinusoidal wave to the light curves. The two
methods L1Beta and L1Boot are based on a form of robust regression.
They should be more resilient in the presence of outliers and therefore
maybe more suited to heterogeneous data sets (like HOYS) than other
methods.
In summary, a combination of several period finding methods
(L2Beta, L1Beta, L1Boot, GLS) provides the most robust way to
identify periodic variables in our HOYS data. This combination
maximizes the completeness of the period sample (85 per cent) and
achieves a contamination of lower than 30 per cent. Using more
methods will generally slightly increase the completeness but comes
at cost of increased computing time and contamination. At least two
methods (preferably L1Beta and GLS) should be combined.

5.3 Comments on eyeballing
Visual examination of light curves (eyeballing) was a crucial part of
our period search routine. The value of eyeballing becomes apparent
when comparing the sample of candidate periods with the final master
sample. As can be gleaned from the completeness rates in Table 2,
even in the best case, fewer than two thirds of the robust and reliable
objects are identified as candidate periodic variables by any method.
Typically it is only a third to half. This is particularly relevant for
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)
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Figure 1. Left: Distribution of the parallaxes in our periodic object sample, limited to around the cluster parallax. Right: Proper motion in RA and Dec. for the
all stars in the field (the black dots) and the periodic stars as coloured symbols. The colour indicates the parallax in mas and the symbol size the period. All the
foreground objects are outside the plotting area, which has been focused on the cluster proper motion.
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‘clumpy’ light curves as they are typically obtained from groundbased long-term monitoring.
We investigated the occasions where the two team members
(AS, JE) who eyeballed light curves to check the candidate periods
disagreed with each other. In total there are 19 stars for which this
happens. However, 12 of these sources are in our master list. This is
due to the fact that the periods measured by the individual methods
slightly differ, i.e. the folded light curves for the same object will look
slightly different between different methods. For these 12 objects, the
two team members agreed in their assessment at least in one method,
but disagreed in at least one other. The seven other candidate periods
with disagreement between the two assessors come from a variety of
methods, without preference for one particular method.
We note that our approach to eyeballing yields a very robust
sample of periods, but not necessarily a complete one. For example,
we insisted on looking at the data itself, without an over plotted
running median. Relaxing this constraint would have led to a larger
sample of confirmed periods, but possibly slightly increasing the
contamination in the master sample. In addition to the specific
computational method, the exact design of the period search and
the criteria adopted for accepting a period are relevant and need
to be specific to enable meaningful comparisons between period
searches.
5.4 Comparing with the literature
To our knowledge, this study is one of the most comprehensive
comparisons of period search algorithms and their various implementations, as commonly used in the literature. Typically, period
searches in astrophysical data sets have focused on very few methods,
and eyeballing is rarely carried out on blinded data sets.
Scholz et al. (2011) have run four different period searches, using
entirely independent approaches, for ground-based light curves for
low-mass stars in the open cluster Praesepe. The results are then
combined and used to assess the reliability of the final period sample.
Three of the four methods are based on periodograms and sinefitting, but the implementation differs and uses different criteria
for accepting a period. The fourth method used was the stringMNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)

length method (Dworetsky 1983), which stood out as being less
complete. The techniques based on sine-fitting on the other hand
yield comparable results, mirroring the results obtained in this current
(more comprehensive) study.
For simulated light curves mimicking the data from the Kepler
space telescope, Aigrain et al. (2015) carried out a blind period
recovering test, using a variety of methods. Since these are light
curves with uniform cadence and without the typical sampling issues
in ground-based data, a wider range of period search algorithms
are available, including autocorrelation. Contamination is less of a
problem in this type of data, and many types of period searches
perform similarly well.
6 D I S C U S S I O N O F P E R I O D I C VA R I A B L E S
6.1 Comparison with published periods
We are only aware of one other systematic search for periodic
variables in the IC 5070 field, conducted by Bhardwaj et al. (2019).
They undertook deep imaging of a 16 arcmin × 16 arcmin field,
which we have indicated as a square in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2.
With their much deeper data, they find 56 periodic variables in this
field. Based on the magnitudes of the stars, at the very best our HOYS
data will only detect 30 of those. With our conservative selection of
periodic variables, our sample contains only six of their 56 objects.
However we also find three additional periodic variables that are not
listed in Bhardwaj et al. (2019). Two of those sources are identified
as variable by them, but not as periodic. These six matching periodic
sources are indicated in Tables 4 and 5. All but one source are part of
our YSO list. The exception is object ID 6592, which we identify as
part of the foreground population. From the periodic matches, only
one (ID 6592) has a different period.
We further matched our master list against the ASAS-SN list
of variables (Jayasinghe et al. 2018). Only three of our objects
have a counterpart with a period, and all three given periods are
consistent with ours. We are only aware of two other known periods
amongst our periodic variable sample. One is in the YSO list (7181,
LkHA 146, Ibryamov et al. 2018) and one in the non-YSO list (7896,
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Figure 2. Left: Sky position of all stars (the small dots) in our IC 5070 field. The periodic variable YSOs are over plotted as the coloured circles. The colours
indicate the parallax in mas and the size of the circle is proportional to the period. Sources that are part of our final IC 5070 YSO sample are surrounded by a
black circle. The square field is the area investigated for periodic variables by Bhardwaj et al. (2019). Right: R – I versus absolute I colour–magnitude diagram
of the HOYS data in the IC 5070 field. No extinction correction has been applied to determine the absolute magnitudes. Median magnitudes along each light
curve for all stars are shown. Symbol size and colours are the same as in the left-hand panel. Several of the background giants have R – I colours outside the plot
area and are not shown.
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Table 4. List of all 40 periodic YSO variables identified in our work. We list the following properties: Our object ID number; RA, Dec. the equatorial (J2000)
coordinates coordinates of the cross matched Gaia source; Period in days; Spectral type, effective temperature, optical extinctions and luminosities from
cross-matches to Fang et al. (2020); Additional notes such as the SIMBAD identifier (if it exists) and periods found in other surveys. For objects with uncertain
parallax we also note the RUWE value from Gaia EDR3.
ID

Dec.
(deg)

Period
(d)

SpT

Teff
(K)

Av
(mag)

L
(L )

Notes

3220
3314
3988
4097
4101
4198
4446
4476
4766
5119
5535

313.37768
313.38780
312.72581
313.25278
312.99370
312.68440
313.10924
312.34682
312.75374
313.14145
312.83745

44.69840
44.70225
44.63562
44.61654
44.62339
44.61357
44.57396
44.57701
44.53048
44.48802
44.43877

0.8661
13.8783
9.4377
1.6827
1.9081
1.9818
1.4334
11.7162
6.6024
8.6252
3.8622

–
–
K8.2
G6.4
K7.8
–
G5.0
–
K5.4
K5.4
K8.3

–
–
3928
5350
3946
–
5500
–
4091
4091
3921

–
–
2.4
5.2
3.9
–
5.0
–
2.0
3.6
2.2

–
–
1.025
23.630
1.541
–
11.088
–
0.856
1.256
2.948

5548
5559
5575
5886
6060

312.99661
312.93711
313.41700
312.12005
312.81885

44.42881
44.43862
44.43060
44.40321
44.38279

4.1573
3.7590
1.3901
9.0413
2.4266

K7.9
K8.0
G8.7
–
K4.2

3943
3940
5150
–
4291

2.4
1.6
5.0
–
1.4

3.000
0.480
11.347
–
1.130

6149
6259
6315
6337
6393
6620
6813
6856

312.94395
312.77765
313.07439
312.84446
313.35269
313.17748
312.81307
312.80221

44.37257
44.36132
44.35443
44.35212
44.34279
44.32255
44.30490
44.30257

2.1763
1.3979
3.2233
3.9113
2.7728
8.9487
4.1672
8.0136

K8.2
K1.9
K7.6
K7.2
K6.6
M0.8
K7.8
K8.0

3928
4775
3952
3964
3990
3657
3946
3940

2.9
2.3
2.6
2.1
2.6
2.0
2.1
1.8

1.935
1.128
0.873
1.258
1.539
0.601
0.913
0.347

6861
6929

313.04822
312.74460

44.29854
44.29190

3.5217
7.2758

K4.2
K8.4

4292
3916

2.9
1.7

1.993
1.256

7181

312.75654

44.26168

7.3382

K6.8

3979

1.5

1.562

7422
7465
7472
7566
7609
7632
7954
8025
8038
8249
9267
9321
9961

312.74312
313.14529
313.09386
312.75600
313.30836
312.82600
313.35736
312.45491
312.78141
312.76358
312.87064
312.87737
313.09561

44.24232
44.23348
44.23339
44.22497
44.21606
44.21895
44.17926
44.17952
44.17628
44.15360
44.07309
44.06251
44.01582

4.9010
10.5727
3.0487
7.0943
7.2549
7.8531
1.4492
3.3130
3.5221
7.8800
4.8298
3.1660
3.6251

K3.8
K4.6
K4.1
K9.6
K6.2
K7.1
K6.2
–
–
K8.2
–
K4.5
–

4373
4216
4311
3814
4010
3966
4010
–
–
3928
–
4235
–

1.5
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.9
1.9
2.7
–
–
1.9
–
2.1
–

1.868
1.172
1.285
0.413
0.851
1.968
1.433
–
–
1.543
–
3.131
–

RUWE = 3.544
–
2MASS J20505418 + 4438083
RUWE = 5.459
–
–
–
2MASS J20492323 + 4434373
V∗ V1701 Cyg
–
V∗ V1703 Cyg, EM∗ LkHA 153; V 121 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019),
P = 3.840 d; RUWE = 8.379
EM∗ LkHA 164; RUWE = 3.215
–
2XMM J205340.1 + 442550; RUWE = 2.659
2MASS J20482880 + 4424115
V∗ V1702 Cyg, EM∗ LkHA 152; V 128 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019),
P = 2.420 d
–
not in Bhardwaj et al. (2019) but in survey area
–
EM∗ LkHA 154; V 178 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019), but no period found
–
–
EM∗ LkHA 150; V 182 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019), but no period found
2MASS J20511252 + 4418093; V 105 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019),
P = 7.954 d
–
EM∗ LkHA 145; V 107 in Bhardwaj et al. (2019), P = 7.223 d;
RUWE = 3.565
EM∗ LkHA 146; P = 7.365 d in Ibryamov et al. (2018); V 106 in
Bhardwaj et al. (2019), P = 7.359 d
2MASS J20505834 + 4414323; RUWE = 2.102
–
2MASS J20522252 + 4414002
–
2MASS J20531400 + 4412577
2MASS J20511824 + 4413082
–
–
–
–
P = 4.825535 d in Jayasinghe et al. (2018)
2MASS J20513057 + 4403449
–

V 1598 Cyg, Froebrich et al. 2020). With the one exception from
Bhardwaj et al. (2019), all published periods agree with the ones
found in our analysis. All this information, as well as the commonly
used designations for our sources obtained from SIMBAD5 are also
listed in Tables 4 and 5. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, we have
measured periods for 50 of our periodic sources for the first time.
This includes 34 of the periodic YSOs in the field.
6.2 Spatial distribution
In the left-hand panel of Fig. 2, we show the position of all
investigated stars in our roughly 1 deg2 survey field as small black

5 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-fid

dots. As coloured symbols, we over plot the periodic variables and
indicate their parallax in a colour code and the period by the symbol
size. The YSOs are shown as the black-edged symbols. The vast
majority of YSOs are situated in the western half of the field. The
foreground and background population of periodic objects however,
seems to be homogeneously distributed. The distribution of our
YSO population is very similar to the one found in Kuhn et al.
(2020; see their fig. 3). Indeed, based on their proper motions, the
majority (about 35) of our YSOs seems to be associated with the
expanding group D, while about five should be part of the compact
group C. The fraction of sources belonging to the two groups is
roughly identical to the number ratio of group members from the
YSO sample established in Kuhn et al. (2020). Hence, there is no
preference of finding periodic variable stars in either of the two YSO
groups.
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)
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Table 5. List of all 19 periodic variables that have not been selected as clear YSO members of the IC 5070 cluster in our work. The table is split into the same
three sub-categories of sources as discussed in Section 6.7. We list the following properties: Our object ID number; RA, Dec. the equatorial (J2000) coordinates
of the cross matched Gaia source; Period in days; Approximate distances based on the Gaia EDR3 parallax; Additional notes such as the SIMBAD identifier (if
it exists), periods found in other surveys, and information relating to the placement of the object in the colour–magnitude diagram as well as IR excess in the
spectral energy distribution obtained via the VizieR Photometry viewer. For objects with uncertain parallax we also note the RUWE value from Gaia EDR3.
ID

RA
(deg)

Period
(d)

d
(pc)

Notes

Background giants
2287
313.39885
5686
312.94814

44.78253
44.41962

0.5433
1.1768

3200
3200

5715
7159
9324
9522
11246

312.10525
313.24747
312.15591
312.15007
312.04652

44.42062
44.26019
44.06474
44.04641
43.93232

0.9843
17.1910
0.9980
4.9559
41.0289

3600
3400
2700
3000
2700

excess in W3/W4; RUWE = 1.873
V∗ V1706 Cyg; ECB light curve; period manually multiplied by two; P = 0.5883893 d in
Jayasinghe et al. (2018); non member Fang et al. (2020; A8.6); W3/W4 excess
slight W4 excess
no IR excess
IRAS 20469 + 4352; IRAS 60/100 excess
δ Cep like light curve; very weak W4 excess
no IR excess

Foreground YSOs
3791
312.38457
4656
312.40003
6592
312.73459

44.65784
44.54503
44.32398

5.8050
8.6737
1.8893

614
316
476

7639
7896

312.76398
312.76634

44.21933
44.19463

5.1603
0.8254

585
394

8151
9155
10116

312.04659
313.14977
312.95423

44.16378
44.06884
44.00872

4.7818
3.0597
5.7876

345
552
348

Potential Cluster Members
3197
313.27392
44.71030

4.1188

1700

4286
4421
5419

5.1693
2.8862
5.6908

654
565
992

312.64742
312.44426
312.89642

44.60108
44.57928
44.45004

no IR excess; bottom of the MS in R – I versus I CMD
slight W3/W4 excess; bottom of the MS in R – I versus I CMD
2MASS J20505630 + 4419262; P = 1.8997111 d in Jayasinghe et al. (2018); V 145 in
Bhardwaj et al. (2019) P = 0.678 d; slight W4 excess; ∼1.0 mag above MS in R – I versus
I CMD
no IR excess; near bottom of the MS in R – I versus I CMD
V∗ V1598 Cyg; P = 0.8246 in Froebrich et al. (2020); no IR excess; ∼1.1 mag above MS
in R – I versus I CMD; RUWE = 1.870
slight W3/W4 excess; ∼0.5 mag above MS in R – I versus I CMD
W3/W4 excess; ∼0.6 mag above MS in R – I versus I CMD
W3/W4 excess; bottom of the MS in R – I versus I CMD
EM∗ LkHA 177; Cluster member in Fang et al. (2020; SpT = K4.5, Teff = 4235 K,
AV = 4.2 mag, L = 5.59 L ); RUWE = 12.811
W3/W4 excess; ∼0.9 mag above MS in R – I versus I CMD; RUWE = 2.988
slight W4 excess; ∼1.7 mag above MS in R – I versus I CMD; RUWE = 30.629
slight W3/W4 excess; ∼1.8 mag above MS in R – I versus I CMD; RUWE = 23.371

6.3 Colour–magnitude diagram
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 2, we show the R – I versus absolute
I-Band colour–magnitude diagram of the HOYS field as the black
dots, with the periodic variables over plotted as coloured circles. The
R and I magnitudes for all stars are determined as the median along
each light curve. The absolute magnitudes are determined using the
Gaia EDR3 parallaxes. No extinction correction has been applied.
The symbol colour encodes the parallax in mas and the symbol size
is proportional to the rotation period. One can clearly identify the
main sequence population of stars in the field, as well as the YSO
population to the top right of the main sequence. Indeed, most of
our sample of periodic variables belongs to the latter group. In the
top right of the figure, we find reddened background giants, some of
which have been cut-off due to their extreme R – I colours.
We matched all the objects in our master catalogue against the list
of spectroscopic observations of YSOs in Fang et al. (2020) to obtain
spectral types, effective temperatures, luminosities, and extinction
values. These are all listed in Table 4. Only one of the 19 sources
removed from the sample as potential non-YSOs has a match in
that catalogue. This is object ID 3197 (LkHA 177), which has a very
uncertain parallax [Renormalized unit weight error (RUWE ) = 12.8]
and hence could still be a cluster member. Indeed, in the colour–
magnitude diagram in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2, it is situated
just above the main cluster of YSOs. If one assumes a parallax
of 1.2 mas, as for the other sources, it would fall directly into the
main group of the other IC 5070 YSOs. Of our 40 YSOs, only 9
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)

have no match in Fang et al. (2020). Generally, these are the fainter
sources in our sample, with the exception of the two bright YSOs
(IDs 3220, 9267) with an absolute I magnitude of about 2 mag. It is
not clear why they have not been included in the Fang et al. (2020)
sample.
We list all our periodic YSOs with their properties in Table 4.
We show the source ID number, the RA, Dec. (J2000) of the Gaia
cross-match, the period, the source properties (spectral type, effective
temperature, optical extinction, and luminosity) from the cross-match
to Fang et al. (2020) and additional notes. The properties of the 19
objects removed from our list are discussed in Section 6.7, and their
properties are listed in Table 5.
6.4 Period distribution
We show the distribution of the detected periods in the left-hand
panel of Fig. 3. In blue all 59 objects from the master list of periodic
variables are plotted, while the orange overlay contains only the
40 YSOs identified in our sample. Two clear groups of objects are
evident, one with short periods (1–5 d) and one with longer periods
(6–10 d), with a clear gap without sources at P = 5–6 d. The figure
also shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the YSOs
(the solid line). The CDF illustrates that the gap in our YSO periods
between 5 and 6 d is genuine and not a result of the histogram binning.
On the other hand, the apparent split of the short period objects into
two groups in the histogram is not supported by the CDF and is likely
a binning artefact. We use a KS-test to evaluate if the YSO period
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distribution could have been drawn from a homogeneous distribution.
We find that the null hypothesis of uniformly distributed periods can
be excluded with a 98.9 per cent probability.
We also show the CDF for YSO periods in the ρ-Oph and Taurus
star-forming region for comparison, as determined from Kepler/K2
data by Rebull et al. (2018, 2020), in the left-hand panel of Fig. 3.
Note that we only selected stars from these two regions that fell in the
range of periods (0.5 d < P < 15 d) and V – K colours (1.8 mag < V
– K < 4.7 mag) of our YSO sample. The K2 data do not feature
the typical daytime and weather gaps of ground-based data and is
therefore a good reference point. The bi-modality seen in our sample
is also visible in the K2 periods and is thus considered a real feature
of the period distribution of stars in IC 5070. Moreover, bi-modality
in YSO periods has been observed in numerous campaigns, going
back to the 1990s (Edwards et al. 1993; Herbst, Bailer-Jones & Mundt
2001; Lamm et al. 2005). The exact position of the peaks will depend
on mass and age of the population. In IC 5070, YSO periods peak
around 3 and 8 d, which is comparable to period distribution of lowmass stars in other very young star-forming regions, for example,
in the ONC (Herbst et al. 2007; Rodrı́guez-Ledesma, Mundt &
Eislöffel 2010). The bi-modality is usually attributed to the fact
that the presence of discs slows down the rotation. We further
investigate the link between discs and rotation periods in the next
subsection.
6.5 Infrared excess
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 we show the K − W2 colours of
our objects against the period. This colour is an excellent indicator
for the presence or absence of a disc – stellar photospheres should
have K − W2 < 0.5 mag, i.e. higher values indicate infrared excess
due to circumstellar dust (see Teixeira, Scholz & Alves 2020 for a
discussion). According to this plot, the fast rotators with P < 5.5 d
tend to have no disc, whereas the slow rotators with P > 5.5 d
predominantly do have a disc. In particular, there are 9 fast rotators
with discs, 5 slow rotators without disc, 10 slow rotators with disc,
and 16 fast rotators without disc. We investigated if this distribution
can occur by chance. We assume a homogeneous distribution in

period and K − W2 colour. A simple Monte Carlo simulation draws
40 objects randomly from the parameter space and we check how
often the resulting distribution is as asymmetric, or more asymmetric,
than the observed one. We find that the probability that our observed
distribution is drawn by chance is of the order of 4.8 × 10−3 .
Thus, our data are consistent with the idea that the presence
of a disc slows down the rotation (e.g. Herbst et al. 2007). Fast
rotators without discs have spun up due to their pre-main-sequence
contraction. The slow rotators without discs could be stars that have
lost their discs recently and have not had time yet to spin-up. The
overall appearance of this plot of period versus infrared colour is
consistent with previous work in other regions (see in particular
Rebull et al. 2006). If we use K − W2 = 0.5 mag as the threshold for
discs, we find that the disc fraction amongst our periodic YSO sample
is 50 per cent. Using an approximate disc fraction age relation, such
as in Mamajek (2009), we find that this disc fraction is in good
agreement with the age estimates for the IC 5070 region of the order
of 1 Myr by Fang et al. (2020).
6.6 Mass dependence
To investigate the mass dependence of the YSO rotation periods, we
estimate de-reddened V – K colours as mass proxy for the stars. In
principle, we could use the individual AV values from Fang et al.
(2020) for this task. However, there seems to be a slight bias in
those values that can be seen in Table 4. Our sample of matched
objects mostly contains K-type stars with effective temperatures of
about 4000 K and typically about AV = 2 mag. There are, on the
other hand, three G-type stars in the sample with higher temperatures
above 5000 K. These three objects have AV values of 5 mag or slightly
higher. This seems unusual and we hence decided to use the median
AV values of all matched sources to de-redden the V – K colours. We
applied an extinction law of E(V − K) = 0.89 AV (Mathis 1990).
The results are shown in Fig. 4. We show the colour coded K − W2
values, i.e. the presence of a disc. Note three objects lack V or K,
so are not shown. The mass estimates in Fig. 4 are based on 1 Myr
isochrones from Baraffe et al. (2015). We also over plot the CDF of
the V – K colour (mass proxy) as a solid line in Fig. 4. Similarly,
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)
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Figure 3. Left: Distribution of the periods in our sample, limited to 20 d. In blue we show all 59 sources, and in orange the IC 5070 YSO sample is shown. The
overplotted lines are CDFs of our YSO sample in IC 5070 (solid), the ρ-Oph sample from Rebull et al. (2018; dashed), and the Taurus sample from Rebull et al.
(2020; dot–dashed). The vertical dashed line indicates adopted separation of fast and slow rotators at P = 5.5 d. Right: Dependence of the period on the K −
W2 colour of the YSO sample. The colour code represents the parallax in mas and the symbol size the median I-band brightness of the stars (small = faint). The
two dashed lines indicate the adopted separation of objects with and without disc at K − W2 = 0.5 mag (horizontal) and the separation of fast and slow rotators
as in the left-hand panel (vertical).
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6.7.2 Foreground YSOs

Figure 4. V – K colour against period of the IC 5070 YSO sample. The
symbol colour represents the K − W2 colour. The mass estimates are based
on 1 Myr isochrones from Baraffe et al. (2015). V – K colours have been
de-reddened using the median Av values from the matches in Fang et al.
(2020). The colour code indicates the K − W2 colour. The over plotted lines
are CDFs of our data in IC 5070 (solid), the ρ-Oph sample from Rebull et al.
(2018; dashed), and the Taurus sample from Rebull et al. (2020; dot–dashed).

the CDFs for ρ-Oph and Taurus are also shown (Rebull et al. 2018,
2020).
The plot demonstrates again that our period sample for YSOs is
broadly consistent with reference samples for YSOs in other regions.
Fast rotators are found at the high-mass end in our sample (above
1.4 M ) and at very low masses (below 0.7 M ). In between, the
sample only contains stars with periods above ∼3 d. However, the
statistics are too poor to draw definitive conclusions about massperiod trends from this plot, in particular given the incomplete
knowledge of extinction values in this sample.
6.7 Non-YSO periodic variables
In our master list of periodic variables there are 19 objects with
parallax and proper motion indicating they are likely not members
of the cluster of young stars in IC 5070. These sources stand out
in position and colour code in the colour magnitude plot shown in
Fig. 2. Several sources have very small parallax values, are very red
and are intrinsically bright. These are most likely background giants,
potentially heavily reddened. The other obvious group are the stars
on or slightly above the main sequence. As can be seen, this group
splits into two populations: most are in the foreground, while the
others are in the vicinity of the cluster. We summarize the properties
of these 19 sources in Table 5. We list our ID number, the RA,
Dec. (J2000) coordinates of the Gaia cross-match, the period, Gaia
distance, and additional notes. Below, we briefly describe the three
sub-groups of non-YSOs in our sample of periodic objects.

6.7.1 Background giants
All seven stars in this group have distances above 2.7 kpc and are
thus background sources. The group contains the objects with the
two longest periods (11246 - 41 d, 7159 - 17.2 d), both without IR
excess. These are most likely pulsating giants. The star 9522 has a
period of almost 5 d. The shape of the light curve indicates the star
MNRAS 506, 5989–6000 (2021)

This group contains eight objects that are mostly near the bottom of
the main sequence in our colour–magnitude diagram. All are clearly
in the foreground to the cluster. One object, 7896 (V1598 Cyg), is
situated clearly above the main sequence. This source has no infrared
excess and Froebrich et al. (2020) concluded that it is most likely a
close binary and/or a foreground YSO. Most of the sources have no
or only marginal infrared excess. All but one of the others (6592),
have longer periods between about 5 and 8 d. These sources most
likely represent a foreground population of young main sequence
stars, binaries or older weak line T Tauri objects.

6.7.3 Potential cluster members
The remaining group contains four sources. They are all significantly
above the main sequence in the colour–magnitude diagram. All
but one (4421) have a clear infrared excess. In particular 3197
(LkHA 177), is a known emission line star and treated as a cluster
member in Fang et al. (2020). All sources suffer from very uncertain
parallax measurements, with large RUWE values. We also checked
the distance estimates from Anders et al. (2020) using Gaia DR2
parallax plus additional colours from Pan-STARRS-1, 2MASS, and
AllWISE. But only objects 4286 and 4421 are matched. They have
similar distance uncertainties as in Gaia EDR3. The periods of the
objects in this group range from 3 to 6 d. It is conceivable that all
of them are potential YSOs and cluster members. However, given
the uncertain parallax values, we have not included them in the YSO
sample.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have utilized U, B, V, R, I data from the HOYS (Froebrich et al.
2018) project to identify a sample of periodic variables in a 1 × 1
deg2 field centred around the Pelican Nebula IC 5070. High-cadence
data spanning a duration of 80 d in the summer of 2018 have been
used. From an initial list of just over 6000 light curves in the field,
we identified 59 periodic objects. Using Gaia EDR3 parallax and
proper motion, 40 sources have been identified as YSO members
of the IC 5070 region. The remaining sources are either background
giants, foreground YSOs or potential cluster members with uncertain
parallax measurements.
To identify periodic signals in the light curves, nine different
periodogram methods have been tested. They rely on fitting sine
functions or splines either to the light curves directly or in phase
space. Establishing the sample of periodic variables was done in a
double-blind manner. The identification of potential periods using the
different periodogram methods has been done by two members of the
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might be a δ Cep object. The amplitude of the variations is about
0.4 mag. Three stars in this group (2287, 5715, 9324) have periods
shorter than 1 d. These sources could be δ Scuti stars.
Object 5686 (also know as V1706 Cyg) has a light curve that
clearly resembles an eclipsing binary and has a period of 1d 10hr
3m. This is the only object where our procedure has found half of the
correct period. We have manually adjusted the period of the object
by a factor of two. This is also the only obvious eclipsing binary
light curve in our sample. The phase-folded light curve shows that
the primary and secondary eclipses have an almost identical depth
of about 0.75 mag. Thus, the object seems to be an equal size binary,
contrary to its classification as Orion type variable in SIMBAD.

Periods in IC 5070
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team, without knowledge of the scientific aims of the project, or the
expected shape of the light curves. The candidate periodic objects
from this first step have been verified independently by two other
team members, without the possibility of identifying the nature of
the objects or the used period finding method. During this eyeballing
process, periodic objects were selected as real if they showed a clear,
consistent, periodic behaviour in the phase folded data in at least two
filters. Only objects for which the two team members agreed in their
selection have been added to our master list of periodic variables.
Based on this master list of periodic variables, we have determined
the completeness and contamination of each of the periodogram
methods. We find that none of the individual methods clearly
outperforms all other methods. The best completeness achieved
by any method is 64 per cent, with three others reaching above
50 per cent. The lowest contamination of any method is 10 per cent
with some others achieving between 25 per cent and 40 per cent. The
common feature of the best performing methods is that they all rely on
sine function fitting. They differ however, in the way the sine function
parameters are determined. We conclude that for heterogeneous data
sets such as from our HOYS project, one should combine period
searches using at least the GLS and one other sine fitting periodogram
method to obtain as complete a list as possible of periodic variables.
Manual quality checks still need to be employed to remove false
positives.
We have investigated the properties of our unbiased sample of
periodic variable YSOs. They form a clearly identifiable group of
stars located above the main sequence in the R – I versus I colour–
magnitude diagram. With a probability of 98.9 per cent we can
exclude a homogeneous period distribution. Instead a clear split into
fast and slow rotators with typical periods of 3 and 8 d, respectively,
can be seen. Utilizing the K − W2 colour as an indicator for the
presence of a disc shows that the fast rotators are predominantly
disc-less, while the disc-harbouring objects are mostly part of the
group of slow rotators. The probability that the observed distribution
in period versus K − W2 space occurs by chance is determined to
be 4.8 × 10−3 . We find a disc fraction of 50 per cent in our YSO
sample. De-reddened V – K colours as mass proxy show that fast
rotators (P < 3 d) are found at the high-mass and low-mass ends of
our sample, while for roughly solar mass stars only periods above
3 d are found. All properties of our sample are in good agreement
with studies of samples of periodic YSOs from star-forming regions
of comparable age, such as ρ-Oph or Taurus.
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